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Abstract

Looking up the meaning of an unknown sign is not nearly so straightforward as looking up a word from a written language in a dictionary.
This paper describes progress in an ongoing project to build a system that helps users look up the meaning of ASL signs. An important
part of the project is building a video database with examples of a large number of signs. So far we have recorded video examples for
almost all of the 3,000 signs contained in the Gallaudet dictionary (and some others not listed there). Locations of hands and the face
have been manually annotated for a large number of videos. Using this data, we have built an application that lets the user submit a video
of a sign as a query, and presents to the user the most similar signs from the system database. System performance has been evaluated
in user-independent experiments with a system vocabulary of 921 signs. For 67% of the test signs, the correct sign is included in the 20
most similar signs retrieved by the system.

1. Introduction
Looking up the meaning of an unknown sign is not nearly
so straightforward as looking up a word from a written language in a dictionary. This paper describes progress in an
ongoing project to build a system that helps users look up
the meaning of ASL signs. Our efforts in this project include construction of a large annotated video dataset, as
well as system implementation.
Our dataset contains video examples for almost all of the
3,000 signs contained in the Gallaudet dictionary (and some
others not listed there). Each video sequence is captured
simultaneously from four different cameras, providing two
frontal views, a side view, and a view zoomed in on the
signer’s face. Our video dataset is available on the Web.
In the current system, the user submits a video of the unknown sign to look up its meaning. The system evaluates
the similarity between the query video and every sign video
in the database, using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
distance. System performance has been evaluated in userindependent experiments with a system vocabulary of 921
signs. In our experiments we only use a single frontal view
for both test and training examples. For 67% of the test
signs, the correct sign is included in the 20 most similar
signs retrieved by the system. More detailed results are presented in the experiments section.
Our approach is differentiated from prior approaches to
sign language recognition by the fact that it is both visionbased and user-independent, while also employing a large
vocabulary (921 signs). Many approaches are not visionbased, but instead use input from magnetic trackers and
sensor gloves, e.g., (Gao et al., 2004; Vogler and Metaxas,
2003; Yao et al., 2006). Such methods have achieved good
results on continuous Chinese Sign Language with vocabularies of about 5,000 signs (Gao et al., 2004; Yao et al.,
2006).
On the other hand, computer vision-based methods
typically have been evaluated on smaller vocabularies (20250 signs) (Bauer and Kraiss, 2001; Deng and Tsui, 2002;

Dreuw and Ney, 2008; Fujimura and Liu, 2006; Kadir et
al., 2004; Starner and Pentland, 1998; Zieren and Kraiss,
2005). While high recognition accuracy (85% to 99.3%)
has been reported on vocabulary sizes of 164 signs (Kadir et
al., 2004) and 232 signs (Zieren and Kraiss, 2005), those results are on user-dependent experiments, where the system
is tested on users that have also provided the training data.
In contrast, in our experiments the test signs are produced
by users who do not appear in the training data, and the size
of the vocabulary (921 distinct sign classes) is significantly
larger than the vocabulary sizes that existing vision-based
methods have been evaluated on.

2. Dataset: Videos and Annotations
In this section we describe the American Sign Language
Lexicon Video Dataset (ASLLVD), which we have been
building as part of this project. In particular, we update
the information given in (Athitsos et al., 2008), to include
the additional videos and annotations that we have added to
this dataset in the last two years.
Our goal is to include video examples from a vocabulary
that is similar in scale and scope to the set of lexical entries
in existing ASL-to-English dictionaries, e.g., (Tennant and
Brown, 1998; Valli, 2006). In the system vocabulary, we
do not include name signs or fingerspelled signs, with the
exception of some very commonly used ones (that are typically included in ASL dictionaries). We do not include classifier constructions, in which a classifier undergoes iconic
movement, to illustrate the path or manner of motion, or the
interaction of entities. The signs included in our dataset are
restricted to the remaining (most prevalent) class of signs
in ASL, which we refer to as “lexical signs.”
At this point, we already have at least one video example per sign from a native signer, for almost all of the 3,000
signs contained in the Gallaudet dictionary (Valli, 2006).
For a second signer we have collected 1630 signs, for a
third signer we have collected 1490 signs, and for two additional signers we have collected about 400 signs. We would

Figure 1: One of the frontal views (left), the side view (middle), and the face view (right), for a frame of a video sequence
in the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset. The frame is from a production of the sign “merry-go-round.”
eventually like to have at least three examples per sign for
all signs in the system vocabulary.
2.1. Video Characteristics
The video sequences for this dataset are captured simultaneously from four different cameras, providing a side view,
two frontal views, and a view zoomed in on the face of the
signer. Figure 1 shows one of the frontal views, the side
view, and the face view, for a frame of a video sequence in
our dataset.
For the side view, the first frontal view, and the face view,
video is captured at 60 frames per second, non-interlaced,
at a resolution of 640x480 pixels per frame. For the second frontal view, video is captured at 30 frames per second, non-interlaced, at a resolution of 1600x1200 pixels per
frame. All videos are available on the dataset websites, in
formats employing both lossless compression (for higher
video quality) and lossy compression (for faster downloading/browsing).
2.2. Annotations
The annotation for a video sequence contains, for each sign
in that sequence, the start and end frames for that sign, a
conventional English-based gloss of the sign, classification
as one-handed or two-handed, and a signer ID. We also include manual annotations of the locations of the two hands
and the face for a large number of signs. For hands, we
mark at each frame the bounding box of the dominant hand,
as well as the bounding box of the non-dominant hand for
two-handed signs. For faces, we mark the bounding box
of the face location at the first frame of each sign. Hand
and face locations have been annotated for about 1500 sign
examples from one signer, 1300 examples from a second
signer, and 650 examples from a third signer.
The Gallaudet dictionary (Valli, 2006) includes a DVD
containing a video example of every sign included in that
dictionary. As those videos provide a valuable extra example per sign for almost all signs appearing in our dataset,
we have annotated hand and face locations for about 1800
of the 3000 signs in that dictionary, and we intend to annotate the remaining signs in the next few months.
2.3. Availability
The ASLLVD dataset, including videos and annotations, is
available for downloading on the project websites, located

at the following two URLs:
•

http://csr.bu.edu/asl_lexicon

•

http://vlm1.uta.edu/˜athitsos/asl_lexicon

In addition to the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset, a large
quantity of ASL video and annotations that we have collected for previous projects is also available in various formats (on the Web from http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/
and on CD-ROM; see also (Dreuw et al., 2008)). This
video dataset includes 15 short narratives (2-6 minutes in
length) plus hundreds of elicited sentences, for a total of
about 2,000 utterances with over 1,700 distinct signs and a
total of over 11,000 sign tokens altogether. These data have
been annotated linguistically, using SignStreamTM(Neidle,
2002; Neidle et al., 2001) (currently being reimplemented
in Java with many new features). Annotations include information about the start and end point of each sign, part
of speech, and linguistically significant facial expressions
and head movements. The annotation conventions are documented (Neidle, 2002/2007) and the annotations are also
available in XML format.

3. System Implementation
Signs are differentiated from one another by hand shape,
orientation, location in the signing space relative to the
body, and movement. In this paper we only use hand motion to discriminate between signs, leaving incorporation of
hand appearance and body pose information as future work.
Furthermore, we make the simplifying assumption that the
system knows the location of the hands in all videos. The
location of hands in all database sequences is manually annotated. Hand detection in the query sequence is performed
in a semi-automatic way, where the system identifies hand
locations using skin and motion information (Martin et al.,
1998), and the user reviews and corrects the results.
Each sign video X is represented as a time series
(X1 , . . . , X|X| ), where |X| is the number of frames in the
video. Each Xt , corresponding to frame t of the video, is a
2D vector storing the (x, y) position of the centroid of the
dominant hand, for one-handed signs, or a 4D vector storing the centroids of both hands, for two-handed signs. For
the purpose of measuring distance between the time-series
representations of signs, we use the dynamic time warping
(DTW) distance measure (Kruskal and Liberman, 1983).
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Figure 2: A plot of P (k) vs. k illustrating the accuracy of our implementation. The x-axis corresponds to values of k. For
each such value of k, we show the percentage of test signs P (k) for which the correct sign class was ranked in the top k
classes among all 921 classes. The plot on the right zooms in on a range of k from 1 to 30.
In particular, let Q be a test video and X
be a training video.
A warping path W
=
((w1,1 , w1,2 ), . . . , (w|W |,1 , w|W |,2 )) defines an alignment
between Q and X. The i-th element of W is a pair
(wi,1 , wi,2 ) that specifies a correspondence between frame
Qwi,1 of Q and frame Xwi,2 of X. Warping path W must
satisfy the following constraints:
• Boundary conditions: w1,1 = w1,2 = 1, w|W |,1 =
|Q| and w|W |,2 = |X|.
• Monotonicity: wi+1,1 − wi,1 ≥ 0, wi+1,2 − wi,2 ≥ 0.
• Continuity: wi+1,1 − wi,1 ≤ 1, wi+1,2 − wi,2 ≤ 1.
For one-handed signs, the cost C(W ) of the warping path
W is the sum of the Euclidean distances between dominant hand centroids of corresponding frames Qwi,1 and
Xwi,2 . For two-handed signs, we include in the cost C(W )
the sum of the Euclidean distances between non-dominant
hands in corresponding frames. The DTW distance between Q and X is the cost of the lowest-cost warping path
between Q and X, and is computed using dynamic programming (Kruskal and Liberman, 1983), with time complexity O(|Q||X|).
To address differences in translation between sign examples, we normalize all hand centroid positions based on the
location of the face. The face location in database videos is
manually annotated, whereas for test videos we use the face
detector developed by (Rowley et al., 1998). To address
differences in scale, for each training example we generate 121 scaled copies. Each scaled copy is produced by
choosing two scaling parameters Sx and Sy , that determine
respectively how to scale along the x axis and the y axis.
Each Sx and Sy can take 11 different values spaced uniformly between 0.9 and 1.1. We should note that each of
these multiple copies is not a new sign video, but simply
a new time series, and thus the storage space required for
these multiple copies is not significant.

4. Experiments
The test set used in our experiments consists of 193 sign
videos, with all signs performed by two native ASL sign-

ers. The training set contains 933 sign videos, corresponding to 921 unique sign classes, and performed by a native ASL signer different from the signers appearing in the
test videos. When submitting a test sign, the user specifies
whether that sign is one-handed or two-handed. The system
uses that information to automatically eliminate from the
results signs performed with a different number of hands (it
should be noted, however, that, especially for certain signs,
there can be some variability in the number of hands used.).
Although the ASLLVD dataset includes four synchronized
camera views for each sign video, we only use the single
640x480 frontal view of each sign example in our experiments.
The results that we have obtained are shown in Figure 2.
The measure of accuracy is a function P (k) that measures
the percentage of test signs for which the correct sign class
was ranked in the top k out of the 921 classes. For example,
in our results, P (20) = 66.8%, meaning that for 66.8%
of the 193 test signs, the correct sign class was ranked in
the top 20 results retrieved by the system. In Figure 2, we
include a plot focusing on a range of k from 1 to 30, as
we believe few users would have the patience to browse
through more than 30 results in order to find a video of the
sign they are looking for. In Figure 3 we show an example
of a query for which the correct match was ranked very
low (rank 233), because of differences in the hand position
between the query video and the matching database video.
On an Intel Xeon quad-core E5405 processor, running at
2.0GHz, and using only a single core, it takes on average
10 seconds to compute DTW distances and find the best
matching results for a single test sign.

5. Discussion
In this paper we have provided an up-to-date description of
the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset, a publicly available corpus
that contains high-quality video sequences of thousands of
distinct sign classes of American Sign Language, as well
as manually annotated hand and face locations for a large
number of those examples. We have also described an implementation of a system that allows users to look up the

Figure 3: Example of a query sign for which the correct
class (“dog”) was ranked very low (rank 233). This sign exhibits small hand motion. A representative frame is shown
for the query video (left) and for the correct database match
(right). We note that the position of the hand is significantly
different between the query and the database match.
meaning of an ASL sign, with a simple method based on
hand centroids and dynamic time warping.
Using our simple implementation, the correct class is
ranked in the top 20 classes, out of 921 sign classes, for
67% of the test signs. This is an encouraging result, given
that we are not yet using any information from handshape,
hand orientation, or body pose. At the same time, our current implementation does not work very well for a significant fraction of test signs. For example, for 19% of the test
signs the correct class is not included in the top 50. We hope
that including additional information, from features related
to hand and body pose, will lead to significantly better results, and that is a topic that we are currently investigating.
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